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Does the thought of flying fill you with dread?  Do panic attacks leave you feeling scared and
vulnerable?If so, this book could change your life. Written by top flying experts from British
Airways’ Flying with Confidence course, this reassuring guide explains everything you need to
know about air travel alongside techniques for feeling confident and in control from take off to
landing. In easy to follow sections, you'll learn how to recognise cabin noises, manage turbulence
and fly in bad weather conditions. As your knowledge grows, so will your confidence, with the
fear of the unknown removed.· Takes the terror out of common flight fears· Includes techniques
for controlling anxiety, claustrophobia and panic· Will help you feel safe, calm and secure when
you next take to the skies.

About the AuthorPatricia Furness Smith is a psychologist and psychotherapist with more than 20
years of experience. She has been a member of the Flying with Confidence team for more
than 10 years and has worked as a flight attendant. Captain Steve Allright is a British Airways
training captain on the Boeing 747. A professional pilot since 1990, he has clocked more
than 11,000 flying hours. He has been part of the Flying with Confidence team for 20 years and
is now a director of the company.   This text refers to the paperback edition.
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thought of flying fill you with dread?If so, this book could change your life.Written by top flying
experts from British Airways’ ‘Flying with Confidence’ course, this reassuring guide explains
everything you need to know about air travel alongside techniques for feeling confident and in
control from take off to landing.– Takes the terror out of common flight fears– Includes proven
techniques for controlling anxiety, claustrophobia and panic– Will help you feel safe, calm and
secure when you next take to the skiesThe British Airways ‘Flying with Confidence’ course has
been running for over 25 years, helping thousands of people conquer their fears of flying.About
the AuthorsPatricia Furness Smith MA, BA (Hons), PGCE, FNCS, FIfL, FCIEA, MBACP,
MBAPCA, JP is a psychologist and psychotherapist with over 20 years of experience, and a
former air stewardess during her gap year while studying law. She has lectured in psychology,
psychotherapy and psychopathology as well as teacher training for a number of institutions. Her
main specialisms are phobias, particularly those to do with travel (aeroplanes, boats, trains, tube
trains, cars, etc.) and couples therapy. Patricia has worked as a consultant with the Flying with
Confidence course for over 10 years, helping thousands of people to reclaim or gain the ability
to fly.Captain Steve Allright BEng (Hons), CEng, MRAeS is a British Airways training captain on
the Boeing 747 400 and has been a professional pilot since 1990. Having obtained his ‘wings’
from Oxford Air Training School, he joined the Boeing 757/767 fleet, flying as a First Officer
around Europe, the Middle East and the USA. He was then selected to become a training co pilot
and licensed CAA examiner. He has been involved with the Flying with Confidence course for
over 20 years and is now a director of the programme. He has clocked over 11,000 total flying
hours.The British Airways ‘Flying with Confidence’ course is the original and market leading UK
course dealing with overcoming flying fears. It has been running for over 25 years and, since its
inception, has helped more than 45,000 people overcome their flying phobias. They hold
courses at five airports around the UK.Patricia and Steve dedicate this book to all course
participants and clients, whose courage in confronting their fears has been inspirational.We
would also like to dedicate it to our colleagues in the British Airways Flying with Confidence
team. Their professionalism, enthusiasm and commitment are what make the course such a
resounding success.Never surrender to fear as it will steal your lifeINTRODUCTIONA journey of
a thousand miles begins with a single step.Lao TzuFIRST OF ALL, congratulations! You have
started the process of tackling your fear of flying, a challenging process that takes a great deal of
courage. Acknowledging that you experience difficulty, or even terror, in taking a flight is a very



positive sign, and picking up this book shows that you intend to do something about it. Well
done. This, in itself, is a huge step forward towards defeating the problem.Sadly, many people
don’t even get this far. Some remain in denial and try to pretend to themselves that they can get
by perfectly well in life without ever needing to fly. Others, who resign themselves to the fact that
they have no choice and must fly on occasions, allow their fear of air travel to become
progressively worse. They choose not to address the cause of the problem but mask the
symptoms by increasing the amounts of drugs and alcohol they take to help them get through
the flight.By choosing this book you have shown your desire to change and your intention to
challenge your fear constructively. Here we will give you the knowledge of a pilot and the skills of
a psychologist; and these resources will give you what you need to face your fears and take back
control of your life.Don’t be Restricted by Your FearsRoughly one in three people are affected by
a fear of flying, which ranges from mild discomfort to severe terror. Fear of flying can include
these symptoms: feeling out of control, panic attacks, claustrophobia, security concerns, the fear
of crashing and many others.Such feelings can strike anyone, no matter what their age, and can
have far reaching effects on many areas of life. Overcoming your fear of flying could mean
accepting an exciting career promotion elsewhere, attending an important family wedding,
enjoying a fabulous holiday abroad or receiving important medical treatment. On the other hand,
ruling out air travel because of your fears will inevitably restrict what you do and what you can
achieve.Trust the ExpertsThis is where we come in. We are Captain Steve Allright, a highly
experienced BA pilot and training captain on the Boeing 747 400 with over 20 years’ flying
experience, and Patricia Furness Smith, a psychologist and psychotherapist who specialises in
phobias, particularly to do with travel. Together we work on the British Airways Flying with
Confidence course, a programme that was set up to help nervous flyers overcome their fears
and has, so far, managed to help over 45,000 people do just that.On the course, we each use
our own area of specialist knowledge to deal with the two main aspects of a fear of flying. These
are a lack of understanding about how flight happens, and the onset of panic and anxiety
symptoms caused by flying and how to deal with them.The course begins with a presentation
from a BA pilot, such as Steve, who explains the technical aspects of flying and provides the
knowledge that will help put your mind at rest. This is followed by a presentation from a
psychologist, such as Patricia, who explains exactly what is happening when you suffer with
irrational fears and how to deal with them. The aim is to provide you with all the information you
need and the coping strategies to manage your anxiety to enable you to defeat your phobia
entirely or, at the very least, learn how to manage it more comfortably so it doesn’t rule your life.
The grand finale of the one day course is when the participants put their newly acquired skills
into action by taking a short flight with a running commentary on all the noises and sensations.
For all participants it is a liberating and life changing experience.However, most of us lead very
busy lives, and not everyone has the resources or the time to take part in the Flying with
Confidence course. We’ve recognised the need for a helpful guide that you can refer to again
and again, or show to your friends and family who may need help to understand your fear of



flying, why it is so debilitating for you, and the measures you’re undertaking to overcome it. What
we have done in these pages is to take and expand on the material we cover in the programme
and give you a clear plan of action on how to conquer your phobia.As in the course, Steve
clearly explains the mechanics of flying and helps to put to rest some of the worries you may
have about flight, including turbulence, that dropping sensation as the aircraft lifts off the runway,
and simple ways to make your flight more enjoyable, while Patricia looks at the psychology of
fear of flying and gives you the psychological tools to defeat it. Whether your phobia is paralysing
and feels insurmountable, or you are just getting more and more edgy each time you fly, the
principles for overcoming your fears are the same.How to Navigate this BookAs we have
mentioned, a fear of flying is commonly based on two things: a lack of knowledge about how an
aeroplane actually operates and irrational fears that cannot be explained. Therefore, we have
divided the book into two main sections and use our individual areas of expertise to deal with
each of these respectively. Obviously, both sections are important but if, for example, you are
much more worried about how to control a panic attack when it does strike than how an aircraft
actually manages to stay up in the air, then it’s a good idea to read the psychological section
first. This is important because once you feel confident about the most frightening aspect of your
phobia you will feel more relaxed and better able to absorb the rest of the material in the
book.Part one: the technical side of flyingPart One deals with the key technical aspects of flying.
Understanding the principles and technology of how the aircraft gets up in the air and stays
there will provide you with the knowledge you need to help you feel confident that flying is the
safest form of travel. In this section, you will also learn the basic principles of flight, including how
the aircraft operates, how much training a pilot undergoes, how the weather affects wind
conditions and most importantly that turbulence is a totally natural part of flying and is never
dangerous!Part two: the psychological tools for mastering your fearsPart Two looks at the
psychological issues that affect you if you have a fear of flying. These are largely to do with a
feeling of a loss of control and fear of having a panic attack, along with specific difficulties
relating to claustrophobia, acrophobia, agoraphobia, emetophobia and social phobias. It also,
most importantly, gives you a ‘psychological toolbox’ – a range of highly successful tried and 
tested techniques that you can call upon at any time, to defeat your fear and stay in control of
what is happening. The good news is that, once these coping strategies are in place, you will
have the confidence in knowing that there is no situation that you cannot deal with. In fact, the
techniques outlined in Part Two will give you a range of transferable skills to help you to deal with
fear, panic and anxiety in any situation, be it sitting an examination, addressing a conference or
meeting your future parents in law for the first time. Knowing that you can rely on such coping
strategies will give you the confidence to handle anything that life throws at you.Your life doesn’t
get better by chance, it gets better by change.Jim RohnBe open to new experiences and
learning new things. It is very important that you do not limit your ability to change. Whether you
have had a problem with flying for many years or it has just started recently, you will get much
more out of this book if you approach it with curiosity, rather than thinking that you had tried to



overcome your fear before and nothing has worked. By opening your mind and trusting in the
process, you will be more likely to overcome your phobia and be able to fly with confidence.
Remember: 45,000 people have come through our course successfully. You can too.PART
ONETHE TECHNICAL SIDE OF FLYINGCaptain Steve Allright:BA Pilot and Training CaptainFor
most people, whether they experience a fear of flying or not, everything, from that first ‘bing
bong’ as the ‘fasten seatbelt’ sign comes on until the aeroplane finally reaches a standstill after
landing, is unknown to them. And for people who do have a fear of flying, that lack of knowledge
can be debilitating. They often interpret the normal sounds of flight as something more sinister,
but find that once they understand where the noises come from and their part in the flight, their
minds are put at rest. Therefore, my aim in this section is to dispel all those myths and
preconceived ideas you’ve gathered over the years about flying.In over 20 years as a BA Pilot,
I’ve learnt that the common factors that lead to a fear of flying are a lack of control, a lack of
knowledge and a lack of familiarity. As the saying goes, with information comes power, and
learning about the technical side of flight will help you understand how an aeroplane gets up in
the air and stays there until it reaches its destination and the pilot is able to bring it in to land. I
have found that with an understanding of the mechanics of flight, people feel more in control,
and calmer.I will also outline the lengthy and comprehensive training process that people have
to go through in order to become a pilot on a commercial aircraft; while you may not be in control
while on a flight, you can be reassured that the aeroplane is safe in the hands of professionals. I
will then give you the knowledge about what happens when the aircraft takes off and lands. It’s
important to know just what causes those unusual sensations, such as that sinking feeling just
after take off that we all experience when we fly, and what is meant by turbulence and why it is a
perfectly natural everyday occurrence. This should address the lack of familiarity that causes
such concern and anxiety.I hope you enjoy the technical section and remember: knowledge is
power!CHAPTER 1THEORY OF FLIGHTHow an Aircraft FliesIN THIS CHAPTER, I will guide
you through the basic principles of flight. Just how does all that metal get, and stay, airborne?
The basic theory is, in fact, quite straightforward. Imagine a bird soaring through the sky, a bird
of prey perhaps, or a seagull floating on the breeze. The key point here is that the bird is not
flapping its wings to stay airborne, rather it is perfectly balancing the forces acting on it: lift,
weight, thrust and drag.As you stand on our planet, you are experiencing gravity, giving you
weight. As you start to walk along, or even run, you are using your muscles to create thrust, and
immediately this is countered by drag, the wind that you feel against your face. The only force
you are not experiencing is lift. However, if you were to suddenly strap yourself into a hang glider,
you do not have to run very fast to experience the force of lift as well.Therefore, anything that
incorporates a wing or other lift producing device has four forces acting upon it (see the image
below). As soon as any animal or flying machine creates more lift than its own weight using
airflow over its wings, it will go up, and will stay up if the lift is in balance with the weight. The only
other two forces that need to be balanced are thrust and drag. All four forces are explained
within this chapter.The forces acting on a lift producing device.LiftHow is it that 400 metric tonnes



of aircraft, fuel, passengers and cargo can lift smoothly into the air? And how does it stay up
there, hour after hour, with seemingly nothing below it? The answer is lift. Lift from the wings. As
long as the aircraft is going forward, the wings are producing lift. Even when the aircraft is
descending, the wings are producing lift. In fact, when it is time to descend, we reduce the
engine power back to idle, and the wings continue to provide enough lift to glide the aircraft
completely safely until we need to level off or stabilise the aircraft on the approach, at which time
we increase engine power once again. Commercial aircraft can glide approximately 100 miles
(160 km) from cruising altitude with no power from the engines at all.WHAT IS LIFT?So what is
lift? How is it produced? To answer these questions properly we must first grasp the concept of
air having fluid properties. Think of the air all around us as an ocean, having the same properties
as the sea, other than the fact you can’t see it!For proof that something is there, next time you
are a passenger in a car, put your hand out of the window. Holding it palm down you’ll feel
virtually no resistance, but turn the palm towards the on rushing air and you’ll feel quite a lot of
resistance at high speed. Imagine a small piece of metal doing the same thing, and now a bigger
piece of metal, and think about all the resistance that would cause.You are now ready for the
theory of lift, which was named Bernoulli’s theorem, after its formulator Swiss physicist Matthew
Bernoulli. Take a look at the image below. The shaded aerofoil is a cross section of a wing and,
as the aircraft is propelled forwards, the wing slices through the air, forcing some air over the top
of the wing and some underneath.Bernoulli’s theorem.Crucially, the shape of the wing and the
slight ‘angle of attack’, also shown, causes the air moving over the top of the wing to travel
further and therefore faster to reach the point at the back of the wing than the air underneath.
Forcing the air to move faster over the top of the wing causes low pressure, or suction, above the
wing and relatively high pressure below the wing. The resultant force is lift.The following
photograph shows a 747 approaching to land in very humid conditions. When the weather is
fine, it is impossible to see lift, or more specifically the huge suction that is created by the shape
of an aircraft wing. But on humid days, like the day this photograph was taken, it is possible to
see it with the naked eye. The low pressure caused by the shape of the wing causes a ‘cloud’ to
form above the wing, which effectively reveals the suction, or lift, that makes an aircraft fly.Due to
the humid conditions, the ‘cloud’ of suction is revealed over the wings on this aeroplane as it
comes in to land.CAN YOU PROVE IT?The theory behind lift is based on the law of physics that
states that air separating above and below a surface must reach the same point, whichever
route they take. If the air above the surface moves faster than the air below, it creates low
pressure. To prove to yourself that this theory works, try this simple experiment.Demonstrating
the principles of Bernoulli’s lift.Take a thin strip of paper and hold it by one end.Place your mouth
very close to the end of the paper you are holding, just above the top surface of the paper.Blow
gently across the top of the paper, thereby simulating the faster moving air over the top of a
wing. The paper will rise due to the reduction in pressure.In the case of an aeroplane, it is simply
a matter of manufacturing a wing big enough and moving it forwards fast enough to generate
enough lift to support the weight of the aircraft and all its contents.It is the wings that enable the



aircraft to fly, not the engines.HOW THE PILOT USES WING FLAPSIt goes without saying that
the lift must exactly match the weight of the aircraft in flight in order for it to fly straight and level.
The wing is designed to be an appropriate size to do this at cruising speeds of around 500 mph
(805 kmph). But what about take off and landing? Safety would be compromised to take off or
land at that sort of speed and you would need a very long runway to do it. So, instead, we
temporarily increase the size of the wing by extending the flaps (on the back of the wing) and
slats (on the front). Take a look at the images below to see what they look like. The pilots will
generally extend the flaps just after they have started the engines and just before they taxi. If you
are sitting approximately halfway down the aircraft, you may even hear the hydraulic jacks
whirring as the flaps are extended. Next time you hear this noise, you can relax in the comfort of
knowing that this is perfectly normal and understand why it is happening.The slats on the front of
the wing.The flaps on the back of the wing.After take off, the flaps and slats are then retracted in
stages as the aircraft accelerates, creating more lift, which requires a smaller wing. When
preparing to land, the flaps and slats are extended once again to make the wing bigger and
enable the aircraft to land at reasonable speeds.Each time the flaps on the wing move there will
be noises and sometimes vibration in the cabin; this is perfectly normal.What if the wing flaps
don’t work?First of all, this is an extremely rare event. Secondly, with all aircraft systems, there
are numerous back up systems or alternative methods of extending the flaps, for example using
electric rather than hydraulic power. Finally, all pilots are trained in the simulator to land the
aircraft safely at high speeds without any flaps. Flapless landings are also part of every
conversion course a pilot undertakes and forms part of the three year check cycle laid out by the
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) that all pilots have to undergo.WeightI have already talked about
the need to balance lift and weight, but how do we actually know how much an aircraft weighs?
There are five things that make up the weight of an aircraft, so let’s look at each of these in
turn.Basic weight of the aircraft. Do we know how much the aircraft weighs? Well actually, yes,
every aircraft is weighed as it leaves the factory on a giant weigh bridge. When new paint is
applied, this is weighed also, and can be several metric tonnes!Fuel. When the flight crew
decide how much fuel they need to have loaded on board, the fuel order is actually placed by
weight. Not by gallons or litres, but by metric tonnes. The actual fuel loaded is carefully checked
so the exact weight is known.Passengers. This is the only fraction of the total weight that is
estimated. Naturally, the estimation is very conservative and well educated, based on the
breakdown of adult males and females, children and infants. This is also only a very small
percentage of the overall weight of a loaded aircraft. In fact, when the take off speeds are
calculated, the assumption is made that all the passengers are adult males.Baggage. All hold
loaded baggage is weighed at check in. A running total is kept and used for final take off
calculations.Cargo. All hold loaded cargo is also very carefully weighed and checked.I worry
about how much hand luggage people bring on boardDon’t! Consider a 747 400 jumbo jet on the
way to Johannesburg, for example. The jumbo weighs about 400 metric tonnes when fully
fuelled and full of passengers and cargo. But let’s break that down into components to



understand why you shouldn’t worry about a few extra bags of duty free. Here are actual figures
from a recent flight to Jo’burg. The basic weight of the aircraft alone is 190 tonnes and the fuel
we will carry weighs 120 tonnes, so that’s 310 tonnes. The weight of the cargo is 20 tonnes and
the total weight of the 300 passengers and cabin baggage is estimated at just 30 tonnes.
Average weights are used to estimate male, female, children and infants. So, out of a total of 360
tonnes total weight, less than 10 per cent is made up of passengers and cabin baggage. As
there is a 10 per cent safety margin applied to all take off speed calculations anyway, even if
every one of the 300 passengers is a huge male who is carrying an oversized cabin bag, you will
still be safe.HOW DOES THE WEIGHT AFFECT TAKE OFF?The actual weight of the aircraft,
fuel, cargo and luggage is known very accurately, with only the passengers estimated as
explained previously. Other elements are also taken into consideration: wind, the ambient
pressure and temperature, the runway length and height above sea level. All this information is
carefully loaded into an on board computer that produces our take off speeds, which are then
carefully checked.WILL THERE ALWAYS BE ENOUGH FUEL?Yes. The amount of fuel we carry
is calculated using a very sophisticated computer model that constantly collects and updates
real time wind and temperature information from aircraft flying around the world. This provides
an incredibly accurate estimate of how much fuel we will use for the flight, and is known as our
trip fuel. We then add our diversion fuel, just in case the weather is not suitable at our
destination, or there is some other problem with the airfield that might cause us to divert, such
as the runway being blocked. We add our taxi fuel, and on top of all that we carry a minimum
reserve fuel, which gives us 30 minutes of flying time. Finally we add contingency fuel on top of
everything for unforeseen circumstances.The flight crew carefully review the weather at
destination and along the route at the briefing stage, when the fuel decision is made. A gross
error check of the fuel suggested by the computer model is made and all other factors are
considered before a final fuel decision is made. The captain has the final say, and although we
are encouraged to be commercial in our thinking, British Airways flight crew are never put under
duress to take minimum fuel.WHY AREN’T THE FUEL TANKS FILLED TO CAPACITY?Fuel is
very expensive, and weighs a lot, so for every 10 metric tonnes of extra fuel you carry on a 10 
hour flight, you will burn three metric tonnes just to carry it. Flight crew are encouraged to carry
the minimum safe fuel to save money and reduce pollution, but the operating crew always have
the ability to carry extra fuel if they anticipate delays.The only time we would take a lot more fuel
than we actually need would be when the fuel is very expensive to buy at our destination, if there
is a shortage or, occasionally, no fuel at the destination airfield. This is called
tankering.ThrustWe have seen previously that it is the wings that enable the aircraft to fly, not the
engines, but in order to take off in the first place we have to create enough lift to get airborne. To
create enough lift, we have to accelerate the aircraft to a speed at which the wings are producing
the appropriate amount of lift. We then need to create more lift than is needed to climb and,
when established in the cruise (the level section of the flight that fills the majority of the time on
most flights), we then need to overcome the drag of the aircraft to sustain level flight. On almost



all international commercial aircraft this is achieved using jet engines. Some domestic (within the
same country) airlines use propeller driven aircraft known as turboprops, as they are much more
fuel efficient on short flights. By the way, they are just as safe as jets! I will outline in a moment
how engines produce thrust, but first let me reassure you about the safety checks all engines
undergo on a day to day basis.ENGINES AND MAINTENANCEAll aircraft engines are extremely
reliable and incredibly well maintained. I often ask the people in the Flying with Confidence class
how many of them looked at their car to check basics such as tyres and oil levels before they
drove to the course. Sometimes the odd one or two puts their hands up, but generally no one
does this. Before each and every flight, a pilot will always walk around his or her aircraft to carry
out a visual inspection, whether it’s a single prop two seater or a jumbo jet.In addition, an
engineer carries out the same but slightly more detailed inspection and makes an entry into the
aircraft maintenance log (or ‘tech’ log) to certify that a transit check or more detailed check has
been made. The captain will carefully check and sign this log before every flight.So before every
single flight, one of the pilots and a licensed engineer makes a visual inspection of the aircraft. In
addition, every day of the year, every aircraft has a ‘daily’ or ‘transit’ check, which is more
detailed than just a visual inspection. Think of it as actually lifting up the bonnet of your car and
checking the oil, water, hydraulics and electrics. All the warning systems on board are checked;
tyre condition and pressure and some very clever fault diagnostic computers are checked.In
addition to these daily checks, the aircraft undergoes a series of more thorough checks that are
carefully laid out by EU law. These maintenance schedules stipulate how often and how in depth
each check is. These are called A, B and C checks and are carried out based on the amount of
flying the aircraft has done. The most rigorous of these checks will involve taking the aircraft into
an engineering hangar for several weeks because the check is so thorough.HOW DO ENGINES
PRODUCE THRUST?Suck, squeeze, bang, blow. As simple as that, really. The engines suck
the air in at the front, squeeze the air through a series of rotor blades into a combustion chamber
where aviation fuel is added and ignited – the bang – and the air is blown out of the back of the
engine faster than it came in at the front. Sir Isaac Newton said for every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction. Therefore, if the air is coming out of the back of the engine faster than it
came in, the resulting force must be that the engine moves forward. As it is attached to the
aircraft, the aircraft moves forward.It is the engines on the jet that produce the power to provide
the thrust.Cross section of a jet engine.What about the problem of birds flying into an engine?
Every new aircraft type is tested by firing an already dead bird, about the size of a chicken, into a
running engine on a test rig. The engine must survive the impact of the bird and continue to
produce thrust in order to pass initial certification. Small birds do occasionally get sucked into
aircraft engines but they are instantly vaporised, with no damage to the aeroplane. Very rarely, a
large bird enters an engine, or the aircraft flies into a large flock of birds, both of which can result
in engine damage. This is one of the reasons that commercial aircraft have two engines, as the
aircraft can fly very safely on one engine, something we practise in the simulator every six
months.In my 22 years of flying, I have only heard of one occasion when birds affected both



engines. In January 2009 a US Airways Airbus had just taken off from LaGuardia airport in New
York when it encountered a flock of Canada geese. Even then, with both engines affected, the
wings were still capable of producing lift and therefore able to glide. Under the expert command
of Captain Sullenberger, the aircraft was able to come to a safe landing on the Hudson River,
with no loss of life. This incident highlights the fact that jet aircraft can be safely landed on water
and float so that a safe evacuation can be made. Remember: after take off it’s the wings that
make an aircraft fly, not the engines.When British inventor Sir Frank Whittle first discovered the
thrust capable of being produced by a jet engine, he had no idea how powerful and efficient
engines would become. Modern commercial aircraft jets produce up to 100,000 lbs of
thrust.DragWHAT IS DRAG?Drag is a force that is very easy to explain. Imagine that you are in
car and you put your hand out of the window and face your palm against the airflow. The force
you feel on your hand is drag. If you then hold your hand flat, palm down, the drag force is
considerably reduced. It is the reason why supersonic aircraft have a sharp pointed and sleek
design to create as little drag as possible, enabling these aircraft to break through the sound
barrier, which, incidentally, provides drag of its own.HOW IS DRAG RELEVANT TO AIRCRAFT?
When an aircraft (or any vehicle) is going forward, it constantly creates drag. The faster it goes,
the more drag it creates. The drag of the aircraft has to be overcome on take off by the thrust
from the engines in order to create enough lift from the wings to fly. In the cruise, in order to
maintain a steady speed, the engines must provide enough thrust to counter the drag being
produced by the aircraft moving through the air. So in this sense you could say drag is a negative
force, but we also use and vary the amount of drag produced by the aircraft during descent,
approach and landing, and occasionally during the cruise.Anything protruding from the smooth
skin of the aircraft that can interrupt the smooth flow of air over the aircraft when the aeroplane is
in flight creates extra drag.The most obvious example of this is the undercarriage or, to use the
American term, the landing gear: the structure that supports the aircraft on the ground. The
landing gear creates quite a considerable amount of drag so is retracted very soon after take off
to help the aircraft accelerate; in the approach to landing it’s usually lowered fairly late to reduce
the extra fuel consumption that is caused by the increase in engine power required to stabilise
the approach.One of the more challenging aspects of being a pilot is ensuring that the descent
and approach is flown at the correct height, which ensures the approach path is not too steep.
This is primarily achieved by commencing the descent at the correct time but if it becomes clear
that the aircraft is above the ideal approach path, the flight crew can increase the amount of drag
created by the aircraft.The most common way to increase the drag is by extending the
speedbrakes or spoilers.The most common way of increasing drag is to extend the speedbrakes
(also called spoilers), see the image below. These are metal panels, usually on top of the wing
(but on a few aircraft at the rear of the fuselage, the central body of the aircraft), which can be
deployed using a lever from the flight deck. The amount of drag created by the pilot can then be
varied by how much the panels are raised.What causes that rumbling sensation and makes you
feel like you are dropping?The disruption in airflow when the speedbrakes are extended causes



a light rumbling sensation in the cabin and you may feel the aircraft drop very slightly as the rate
of descent is increased as a result of the extra drag. This is perfectly normal and an excellent
example of how understanding something takes the fear out of what is otherwise an unusual
sensation.Very rarely, even the speedbrakes do not offer enough drag in order to increase the
descent rate to the required level and, in these circumstances, the flight crew may decide to
lower the undercarriage early. This creates a large amount of drag, especially at high speeds,
and will also create a significant amount of noise and vibration in the cabin, which you will
experience. Unusual, but all perfectly safe.What would otherwise be an unexpected and
potentially worrying event, can now be rationally explained and, better still, is probably the result
of a runway change requiring an increased rate of descent, which means that you will be landing
sooner than you thought!

Soar: The Breakthrough Treatment for Fear of Flying, How to Overcome Fear of Flying  A
Practical Guide to Change the Way You Think about Airplanes, Fear and Flying: Learn to
Manage Takeoff, Turbulence, Flying over Water, Anxiety and Panic Attacks, Cockpit Confidential:
Everything You Need to Know About Air Travel: Questions, Answers, and Reflections, Fear of
Flying Workbook: Overcome Your Anticipatory Anxiety and Develop Skills for Flying with
Confidence, Flying without Fear: Effective Strategies to Get You Where You Need to Go, Panic
Free: The 10 Day Program to End Panic, Anxiety, and Claustrophobia, No More Fear of Flying:
The revolutionary Allen Carr’s Easyway method in pocket form (Allen Carr's Easyway Book 64),
Dare: The New Way to End Anxiety and Stop Panic Attacks Fast, Badass Ways to End Anxiety &
Stop Panic Attacks!: A counterintuitive approach to recover and regain control of your life,
Overcoming Unwanted Intrusive Thoughts: A CBT Based Guide to Getting Over Frightening,
Obsessive, or Disturbing Thoughts, Rewire Your Anxious Brain: How to Use the Neuroscience of
Fear to End Anxiety, Panic, and Worry



D. Henrich, “This book is magic.. I had developed a crippling fear of flying in my late 20s, and this
book completely changed my life.I spent years avoiding flying, either missing out on important
business or personal travels, or driving truly ridiculous distances for things. Despite really very
much needing to travel for work, I spent almost four years being unable to get on an airplane.
The tolls this took on both my career and my self esteem were severe. I just could not overcome
this.So one day I decided to look into clinics that might be able to help. There was one run by
the authors of this book, but it was a bit pricey and I was worried it wouldn't be effective   so when
I saw they had the same class in book form, I figured I'd read the book first. It honestly was
pretty disappointing. The part about how planes work was full of things that I already knew (what
are those noises, how safe air travel is, etc). The part about phobias and anxiety was also full of
things that I already knew (relaxation techniques, how the brain works, etc). I finished the book
late one evening and went to bed really sad that this was not going to be the cure I had hoped
for, as none of this information seemed to be all novel nor helpful.I woke up the next morning and
the phobia was just.. gone. I booked a short flight that same day just to test whether it was
indeed gone   and went to the airport, got on the plane, flew to Boston, grabbed a newspaper to
prove I had been there, got back on the same plane, and flew back home. I literally cried tears of
joy the entire trip. I have since flown 100+ times with no issues or anxieties.I gave this book to a
friend who had been unable to fly for ten years, and he flew to Malaysia shortly after he finished
the book.I don't know what sort of subliminal messaging or magic the authors managed to
sprinkle in here to make this work, but I am forever in their debt.”

AYK, “It Helps!. After a couple of unpleasant experiences in the air, I had become a very nervous
flyer who was seriously debating skipping out on an important life event just so I didn't have to
get on a plane. Determined to make my appointment, I took to the internet and found this
book.While it isn't a cure all, as it shouldn't be, it helped immensely. Learning about different
types of turbulence and how/why/when it happens in helped get me through all of the little
bumps and ups and downs of our trip, and the psychology portion helped me to better
understand how/why my fear developed and how to react when I felt myself starting to worry. I
was also very fortunate to have flown with a reputable airline with awesome, personable flight
clews that took great care of everyone in the air.If you're struggling and ready and willing to help
yourself, please read this book.”

Nathan, “Very Informative, but missing one detail. I loved the book, and felt that the flying section
explain lots of things that bother me when I fly. However, I wish there was a section on crashes
as well. I'm sure that the authors don't want to scare their readers, and for that reason, avoid the
topic. However, I think most nervous flyers remember seeing plane crashes in the news, and
often imagine these when we fly. The book often states that flying is extremely safe(and I think



that's true). But we also know that things sometimes go wrong, and I would love to have a pilot's
perspective on why.I would still recommend the book to any nervous flyers, as it taught me a lot
of valuable information!”

Jeremy, “The book: $10 The ticket: $1, 800 .... The book: $10The ticket: $1,800The cost of not
bursting into tears and pooping your pants....priceless.”

C.Murtagh, “Brilliant!. I have always avoided flying, the very thought of it would start my stomach
churning and I would break out in a sweat. My partner recently expressed a desire to go on a
foreign holiday...turmoil was the only word to describe it. I couldn't sleep, couldn't think straight, I
was shaking and upset before it was even booked! I bought this book but wasn't holding out
much hope. I read it in the space of a day, and it helped immensely, I honestly could not believe
it. Immediately my nerves were gone and I felt much better about flying. I plan to read the book a
few more times before the holiday, but it certainly helped with the panic in the interim! If you're
looking at this book in desperation as I was, then you've come this far so just buy it. It's worth it
for the extra help with settling the nervousness!”

K. Williams, “Great book to know how a plane works. I fly all the time but still get quite nervous
when flying. I thought the first part was great to understand how a plane operates and what to
expect, especially all the noises the plane makes. It also give me some reassurance on how well
the pilots are trained.As for the second part it was more about your psych and how to calm it
down when flying. I was excited to read that part, but after reading it, there wasn't anything that
different than how to deal with normal anxiety. I guess I was hoping for some new ways to deal
with anxiety of flying, but just didn't find it in that section. Overall, I think it's a good read if you
have a fear. I wish they had more classes to take in the US, seems to be a hit in Europe.”

Brittany Ryan, “Awesome book!!. I recently became a little nervous to fly. With a trip coming up I
needed some help to over come this. I thought I'd give this book a try and it was so worth it! I'm
looking forward to my trip and I feel super prepared to have a successful flight.”

Libby S., “This is brilliant. I am an absolutely terrified flyer. My girlfriend loves to go on holiday as
well as my mum so I used to go on holiday 2 3 times a year. After a bad experience with a go 
around and a very shaky plane, I told myself I'm never getting on one again. (I didn't like flying
before anyway). I get very nervous before flying, shaking, sweating and sometimes even crying.
My girlfriend was desperate to go away and was getting upset that we didn't have a holiday
booked and she needed a break from work. I decided to buy this book to see if it would help me
book a holiday. The book is brilliant. It greatly explains every aspect of flying, everything that we
fearful flyers think is 'unsafe' or 'scary' is actually completely safe and not scary at all! I
absolutely loved reading it and actually started to find it fascinating. Reading about turbulence
also helped me a lot. I then managed to book the holiday. Whilst we were on the plane, every



sound and bump and turn that was happening, I was able to remember in my mind what I had
read, what that certain sound is and why we are feeling light when we level out. It really did help
me and after take off I was completely relaxed. Am i still a fearful flyer? Short answer is yes, I do
still get worried about going on planes and it does frighten me. Has this book helped? Massively.
I got on a plane when I told myself never again. I am now more educated on flying and can see
myself flying again in the future.”

WellMel, “Worth a read. Although I fly , it is never longer than 2 3 hour trips. Having anxiety about
a long haul flight, this book was recommended by a colleague. It is written part by a BA pilot and
part by a psychologist There are full explanations about noises you hear on the plane and
processes that take place for safety. The second part had techniques to overcome your anxiety ,
and the reasons we feel it in the first place. ( these could be applied to general anxiety states
too) I found it very reassuring and I managed a 9 hour flight with no problem( except it was
boring!) Would recommend to anyone who has anxiety flying and can’t get to or afford Fear of
flying courses run by major airlines. This is the next best thing”

Nina TL, “Finally free from the crippling fear!. Read it on the plane and felt free from the crippling
anxiety that plagued me for years. Knowing how the plane stays airborne and the physics of
flying were particularly helpful to me, in addition to the noises explanations and those weird
sensations when acceleration slows down after take off. Real life changer, thank you so much!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This really worked for me, cool as a cucumber.. I'm a 2+ large glasses of
wine before any flight kinda girl and even that doesn't adequately knock the edge off the nerves
for me but I got pregnant and we'd booked 2 trips so I knew I couldn't use my usual tactic. I
needed something that would help me, and hopefully more long term. This book was fantastic, it
really helped me to understand the physics of flying and also the psychological impact of fear.
You must buy the DVD with the guided relaxation to go with it as these are what really helped
me. I listened to them regularly leading up to the flights and also when we got on the plane and
for take off. I then switched to some relaxing music for another half an hour and the
transformation was amazing. I was cool as a cucumber! My husband was amazed. It's a lot of
the same methodology of hypnobirthing so I'm hoping to be a whizz at that too now. Honestly
give it a go, it is one of the best things I have ever done. I've now done 15 hours of flying and was
so chilled out, I was like a new person.”

Carl Smith, “Never thought I'd change my approach to flying!. I had a complete dread of flying
since I was about 15. I've always flown to enjoy the experience of going to new places but I used
to get nervous, anxious and frightened at the prospect of getting on a plane to fly.My family and I
booked to go to Orlando in March so not wanting to feel that way on such a long flight, I
purchased this book. Such a life changer!I was able to understand the science behind flying, the



reasoning for all of the litte bumps, movements or noises. I have never felt so calm and relaxed
on a flight.I would seriously recommend this book to anyone who struggles or has a fear of
flying.”

The book by Patricia Furness Smith has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 266 people have provided
feedback.
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